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The Need, Development, and Implementation of the 
Eastern Maine Skippers Program

● 2010 - Threats of declining enrollment at Deer Isle-Stonington High School and 
other coastal schools

● 2011 - A vision of pooled resources and interactive students, fishing cohorts that 
share certain experiences and values

● Need for a fiscal and advisory agent - enter MCCF (formerly PERC)
● 2012 First organized cohort of EMSP 

○ First Multi-school presentation at Maine Fishermen’s Forum- Packed the 
room!
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EMSP - Designed by Teachers and Implemented by Students

OUTCOMES :

A consensus to bolster vocational style training within four areas;

“On the Water” - Seamanship, Fishermanship, options for marine operations

“In the Office” - A primer in small business design and $$ management

“Under the Sea” - Integrate learning in marine sciences to support an ecosystem 
view

“At the Table” - To unravel the regulatory process and promote advocacy

A collaborative cohort project - Place based, issue based problem solving;

Students drive projects based on collective or individual interests
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EMSP - Supported by Community

● Schools commit to providing time and facilities to convene an EMSP group
● Schools commit to providing a school employee approved to work with 

students
● Schools commit to transporting students and teachers to events and 

provide release and or substitution for teachers, as well as , appropriate 
insurance coverage.

● Communities provide in kind use of facilities, waterfront access, donations 
in cash or in-kind

● Fishermen provide some time, experience, boats and gear, shop space and 
tools, pretty much whatever you ask for they will do all they can!
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• Independent Study
• Elective Class
• A Series of Classes That Create a Pathway
• Science or Social Studies Class
• Embedded in Alternative Programs

Meeting Schools Where They Are
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Program Objectives:

❏ Engage students through their existing knowledge and entrepreneurship
❏ Let them get to know each other and communities for future unity
❏ Support and encourage their voices, figuratively and literally
❏ Change their perceived value of school 
❏ Recognize them as valuable community members and shapers of the future
❏ Teachers and staff facilitate learning with local experts teaching/inspiring
❏ Encourage student ideas and approaches with “just in time” learning
❏ Provide maximum flexibility of delivery to participating schools and 

communities
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How Have We Operationalized EMSP?

● Schools have different structures, needs and resources, all adopt objectives
● EMSP remains an elective ,therefore inclusion, flexibility and support are 

essential
● MCCF Staff provide or resource knowledge and experiences school staff 

don’t feel confident in
● Logistic support for cohort events and curriculum design and cataloging.
● A prior contract with Rural Aspirations Project,  wrote and organized core 

content and Project development
● MCCF continues to modify curricula based on need by the schools and 

continues as fiscal agent and staff
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2021 - How Have We Done?

Going into Covid, we had 9 schools participating and two more awaiting entry status

Up to 80 - 90 students participating in either full credit classes or school sponsored EMSP activities per year 

75% male, 25% female, 50% fishing

Approximately 540 students participated over past nine years

Consistent support and industry participation from Maine Fishermen's Forum, Dept. of Marine Resources, and 
Foundations

Increased localized businesses contributing to the program

Public support of end of the year presentations by community 

Even one patent application!

Attracting students who are not considering fishing but some related career in business, science or maritime 
transport - or just like hands-on projects!
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What’s Next?

❏ Continue the High School program with 
additional schools, organizations and 
students. Currently, our two-year project is 
focused on fishery diversity and the future 
Seafood economy (capture or culture) 

❏ Develop a series of programs, seminars, and 
expositions that highlight safety, current 
events, technology, and emerging 
opportunities.

❏ Develop a series aimed at fishermen in 
transition.  How to plan for a transition toward 
coming ashore, change or reduction in effort, 
or longitudinal/vertical integration.
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EMSP Challenges:
1. Need to resume cohort engineering post Covid
2. Need to consider “franchising” to include more of Maine’s coast
3. Need to incorporate a long-range funding plan around partnerships and outcomes
4. We need to design an ongoing, effective and clear impact assessment of EMSP
5. We must celebrate the next generation as they work to improve the standing of 

fisheries
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Eastern Maine Skippers Program Mantra -
Fish Forever!
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